WHAT ABOUT

GREENLAND?

Hello!
My name is Zero.
The station here
is called Zero.
Only my weight
is not... zero!

Scientists from Greenland
Ecosystem Monitoring (GEM)
investigate three different
areas of Greenland.

In Northeast Greenland,
where I live, it is very cold.
The meanannual air
temperature is -9°C!

My name is the
same as the island
where I live : Disko!

Fortunately, I have
this very warm fur !
Handsome, don’t
you think?

Arktisk Station was
built more than
100 years ago!

The climate was colder
back then. My lucky ancestors had lots of snow and
ice for their sled dog trips.

Arktisk Station is
near the threshold
between High
and Low arctic.

I wonder
how it will be,
when I grow up?

Zackenberg
Continuous permafrost
is found in the north.

Scientist have come
to Zackenberg since
1995 to investigate
the high arctic
ecosystems.

Permafrost is more sporadic
in the south where it is found
in fens and mountains.

My name is Nero,
as the station
here in Nuuk.

continuous
discontinuous
isolated
sporadic

Arktisk station

Nuuk
Great parts of
the ice-free area
of Greenland are
frozen ground.

Kobbefjord

In Low Arctic Kobbefjord,
close to Nuuk where I live,
we have more precipitation
than Disko and Zero.
Therefore I get to
wear my raincoat
a lot in summer.
In winter, the precipitation
mostly falls as snow.
If I take off my yellow raincoat, I am almost invisible!
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permafrost

Disko

Stakes are drilled into
the glacier. We measure
how much of the stake is
visible above the surface
to investigate the mass
balance of the glacier.

When the glacier
retreats frozen
ground below
can be exposed.

The weather stations
are sometimes almost
completely buried with
snow but they still collect
important data.
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We like to dig snow
pits to find out how
the snow affects
ground temperatures
and permafrost.

67 cm!

- YEAR ROUND -

MONITORING
ACTIVITIES IN

With satellite images,
the scientists can calculate
surface temperatures,
vegetation indices and soil
moisture at a larger scale.

Uh, it’s cold and
windy up here!

GREENLAND

to understand climate
change and impacts
on ecosystems

The stations measure
how much energy is coming
in and how much of it leaves
the ground again. We also
record air temperature,
wind and precipitation.

We measure the
greenhouse gases
inside the chambers
to find out how they
interact with
the ecosystem.

The meltwater
from the glaciers runs
through the rivers into
the fjord. This freshwater
lowers the salinity
of fjord water.

When permafrost
is thawing, carbon
bound in the ground
can be released as
greenhouse gases.
Thanks
for taking me
to the fjord
with you!

We measure
the water level
and the velocity
of the rivers.

I like
this scientist!
She is measuring
the depth of the
active layer.

High discharge in
the rivers can cause
erosion of river banks
leading to exposure
and collapse
of permafrost.
We use drones
to monitor the
snow cover and the
vegetation. Both
affect the ground
temperature.

I counted more
of this plant
this summer.

And the number
of spiders is
quite something!

The snow depth
is also measured
automatically.

Materials and
nutrients are also
transported to
the fjord with
the meltwater.

When permafrost
is thawing, the water
content of the soils can
change. This affects
plants and animals.

The depth can vary
a lot within even small
areas depending on soil
moisture, soil type
and vegetation.

Soil temperature
and soil moisture
are measured at
different depths
in the ground.

So what are
the results ?

Here you see the monthly mean air temperatures
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I see temperature differences
between north and south
are larger during winter.

air temperature (ºC)
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Scientists present
their observations in
figures and diagrams.
Let see how good
scientists Zero, Disko
and Nero can be!
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By measuring soil temperatures at 10 cm below the surface over many years, we calculate daily means for the period

soil temperature (ºC)
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The colored areas represent
the maximum and minimum values
ever recorded on that specific date.
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The white line is the daily
mean soil temperature of
the measuring period.
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Snow isolates the ground and the large
year to year fluctuations seen, especially
in Disko and Zackenberg, depend on
when the snow arrives and melts.
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And on how much
snow there is!
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In winters with very
little snow, the ground
temperatures can be
really cold.

In this graph, you see how the maximum active layer depth has
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And for years where the
snow melts really late,
the snow prevents the
ground from warming.

developed in Zackenberg since 1996

Do you
see
a trend?

All data used: Greenland Ecosystem Monitoring
Published with support from Naalakkersuisut
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Even though there is a general
increase in the active layer depth,
there are still variations between
the years. Look at 2018!

What do you think
controls these
variations?
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